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P RE FAC E
i_
The Engineering Design Integration (EDIN) System consists of a
series of computer programs used in the preliminary design of
aerospace vehicles. This system is operational on the Univac
lll0 at NASA, Johnson Space Center. The programs in the EDIN
System are used to determine aerodynamics, propulsion, mass
properties, trajectory analysis, stability and control, and
cost. Due to the need for a structures program, APAS (Automated
Predesign of Aircraft Structures) has been acquired and adapted
to the Univac Exec 8 System. APAS, however, requires shear and
bending moment diagrams and axial loads for the vehicle being
designed.
This requirement has resulted in two programs - LOADS and LDSTRS.
The former does the actual calculations of shear, moment and
axial load while the latter is used as a translator program,
i.e., it takes data output by the other EDIN programs such as
weights and c.g. programs and converts it to the proper format
for input into the LOADS Program. The following report gives a
brief description of the LOADS Program.
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LOADS - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE SHEAR,
BENDING MOMENT AND AXIAL LOADS FOR FUSELAGE TYPE STRUCTURES.
By: William E. Nolte - Sigma Corporation
SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
LOADS Program
LOADS determines rigid body vehicle shea_s, bending moment and
axial loads on a space vehicle due to aerodynamic loads and
structure and propellant inertial loads. The program was written
from an algorithm presented by E. F. Bruhn in part EI.7 of
Analysis and Design of Missile Structures. An example hand
calculation is also presented in Bruhn's book and was used to
check LOADS. A brief description of the program and the equations
used will be presented here, however, the reader should consult
Bruhn's book for a more detailed discussion of the algorithm .....
LOADS will be used in the EDIN System to provide inputs to a
structural synthesis program, APAS, which requires vehicle
shears, bending moments and axial loads. APAS will then be
used to size structural elements and calculate the total weight
of the basic body structure.
LOADS is operational on the Univac iii0, occupies 10505 core
and typically takes less than one (i) second of CAU time to
execute. All of the elements (symbolic, relocatable and
absolute) of LOADS are on file ODIN-DBINIT2. All three of
these elements are calledLOADS while the map element is called
LOADSMAP. The data for the sample case presented in Bruhn's
book is in element LDS INP. The output generated from this
data by LOADS varied from Bruhn's output by less than one per
cent. It should be noted at this point that Bruhn used a desk
calculator which can not match the accuracy of a digital com-
puter. Further verification of the accuracy of the program
can be made by noting load values at the final station where
it is known that shear, moment and axial load should be zero.
LOADS printed out values of 0.05, i!7.1, -0.25 for these three
forces respectively. Bruhn's calculations, however, produced
values of -50., 103000., i000. respectively. From these com-
parisons it is concluded that the LOADS program is working
properly and performing the necessary calculations. The final
value for the moment, i17.1 in-lbs, may be considered approx-
imately zero when compared to a maximum bending moment of
133.1 X 106 in-lbs.
The appendix contains a brief description and list of inputs
for the translator program LDSTRS.
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SHEARFORCE
The shear force at a station j is equal to the aerodynamic
loads up to that station minus the lateral inertial loads due
to the structure and propellant weights up to that station.
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where,
ql i is the normal aerodynamic force at station i
qfi is the engine side force at station i
w i is the structural weight at station i
v i is the propellant weight at station i
Wcant , is the weight of cantilevered items at station i
l
n i is the lateral acceleration at station i
The weight of cantilevered .items is added in at the reaction
station of that item. The lateral acceleration at any station
i is given by
ni = Y + x - x i @
12g
x i is the station location
m
x is the vehicle c.g. location
g
y
is the force of gravity
is the lateral acceleration of the vehicle Cog. or the
sum of all normal forces (ql + qf) divided by the
total weight (W) of the vehicle•
1
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® is the pitching acceleration in radius/second 2
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where I is the vehicle moment of inertia in slug-feet2:
1 n 2 2 _ _)2
I=144g i=iZ wiri + viPi + (wi + Wcant'l + vi) (xi
r i is the vehicle radius of gyration
Pi is the propellant radius of gyration
It should be noted that there is no radius of gyration term for
cantilevered items. It is assumed that this term will be small
compared to the other terms. The radius of gyration can be
determined from the following figure:
TYPE
TABLE EI._.11
RADIUS OF GYRATION - FORMULAS
SHAPE DIAGRAM RADIUS OF GYRATION
FORMULA
Solid Tube '
Hollow Tube
Liquid
Propellant
Cy! ruder
BENDING MOMENT
The moment at a station j is given by:
J 1 J
-
aj = 7_ Si-l(Xi " Xi-1) _ i=li=l
2 2 o.
(wir i + viPi)0
r_
I
j j
+ Z (qli)A X i - Z Wcant i ni _ X ii-1 i=l
The first term accounts the area under the shear diagram assuming
point load applications. The second term involving the pitching
acceleration, accounts for a distributed non-uniform load. The
third term adds the moment due to the aerodynamic forces on
externally cantilevered items. The fourth term introduces a
correction moment for internally cantilevered items. _X is the
distance from the point where cantilevered item is attached to
the tank wall to the C.G. location of that item. It should be
noted that the second term neglects the contribution of canti-
levered items. Once again, it has been assumed that the radius
of gyration of cantilevered items will be small in comparison to
the vehicle radii of gyration.
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AXIAL LOAD
The axial load at a station j is the sum of the drag, thrust and
inertia], loads up to that station. Two formulas are used to
determine axial load depending on whether or not the station
passes through a solid propellant tank or a liquid propellant
tank. This is due to the fact that solid propellant is attached
to the tank walls and creates an incremental load while liquid
propellant loads only 9he tank bottom. Thus, if the station j
passes through a solid propellant tank, the axial load is given
by:
J J
Pi = Z fi + na 7_
i=l i=l (w i + Wcant i + v i)
n a is the axial acceleration
n n
na = Z fi /7- (wi + + vi)i=l i=l Wcanti
fi are the tangential forces where fn = - THRUST
It should be noted that the weight of the cantilevered items
is added in at the reaction station.
If the station j passes through a liquid fuel tank or no fuel
tank at all, the axial load is given by:
J J
Pl' =i= 1_ fi + na i=17" w i + Wcanti )
and if the station j is at the bottom of a liquid propellant
tank, the axial load becomes:
j j k
Pi = 7_ fi + na 7 (w i + Wcant i) + n 7- v ii=l i=l a i=l
k i is the station at the bottom of the liquid propellant
tank.
CANTILEVERED ITEMS
I
Cantilevered items are structures which are attached to the
vehicle and will create a bending moment on the vehicle under
lateral acceleration. The point at which the item is attached
to the vehicle is called the reaction station and it is assumed
that the moment created by the item can be introduced at this
point.
Internally cantilevered items consist of engines which will
introduce a correction moment at the reaction station. The
moment arm, DELX, is
_X = Xr - X i
and should be negative. Xr is the locatl _ of the reaction
station and X i is the location of the engine c.g.
,i>/
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INTERNALLY
CANTILEVERED
ENGINE
Externally cantilevered items can be of two types - (1) fairings
or (2) wing surfaces such as canards, wings, stabilizers, etc.
The normal aerodynamic force acting on a fairing will create a
moment which is added to the total moment at the vehicle reaction
station:
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The normal aerodynamic force acting on a wing will create a
moment which is differenced from the total moment at the
attach point.
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LOADS INPUT
The following is a list of the input variables for program
LOADS. All of the variables are dimensioned by i00 except for
IBOT which is dimensioned 20 and N and NLASX which are not
dimensioned. All data is read in by namelist NML.
XNEW (I) - X station in inches. The first station must
always equal zero - XNEW(1)=0.0. XNEW(I) is
referenced from the nose of the vehicle.
w(1)
v(I)
WCANT I (I)
DELX (I) "
_ X
XNEW(1)=0.0
- Weight of the i th section in lbs. This
includes everything except fuel, oxidizer and
payload weight. W(1)=0.0 always.
- Weight of fuel or oxidizer in the i th section
in ibs. V(1)=0.0.
- Weight of internally cantilevered item in
lbs. This is input at the X station which
locates the c.g. of the cantilevered item.
WCANTI(1)=0.0.
- Distance between internally cantilevered item
c.g. and item attach point in inches. This is
input at the X station which locates the attach
point of the item and is usually negative.
DELX(1)=0.0.
WCANTE(1)
- Weight of externally cantilevered item in ibs.
This is input at the X station which locates
the c.g. of the cantilevered item.
WCANTE(1)=0.0.
EXDELX (I )
- Distance between externally cantilevered item
c.g. and item attach point in inches. This is
input at the X station which locates the
attach point of the item and is usually nega-
tive. EXDELX(1)=0.0.
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 sw(1)
IBOT (1)
QL(I)
QLEX (I)
DELQL(I)
F(1)
R(1)
RO(1)
NLASX
- Number of stations to end of fuselage-type
structure.
- Propellant radius of gyration indicator.
ISV(I)=0 - No propellant.
ISV(I)=3 - Liquid Propellant.
ISV(1)=4 - Solid Propellant.
- Structure radius of gyration indicator.
ISW(1) =i - Solid tube.
ISW(!) =2 - Hollow tube.
ISW(1)=4 - Cylinder.
- Station number representing bottom of liquid
fuel or oxidizer tank.
- Normal aerodynamic force on vehicle in ibs.
QL(1)=0.0.
- Normal aerodynamic force on externally
cantilevered item in ibs. QLEX(1)=0.0.
- Distance between normal force on externally
cantilevered item and attach point of
cantilevered item. This is input at the
X station which locates the attach point
of the cantilevered item. DELQL(1)=0.0.
- Tangential aerodynamic force. F(1)=0.0.
- Radius in inches. R(1)=0.0.
- Internal radius for ISV(I)=3 in inches.
RO (i) =0.0.
- Total number of stations.
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ee_LOAD,_: PP[%.',RAM÷_*
REFEPEMCE "AMBLYSIS IAMB DESI_M OF MI._:SLE STRLICTURE_"
B"? E.F. BRUHM, PART EI.?.
X(IO0), F(IO0), V(IO0') _ bJ(lO0) t
O.k(I 00) , I_JlZ:ANTE(I 00) P b.ICFIMTI(I 00) _ ISI_J(_.00) ii
I_Y(lO0), BELX<IO0;, EXDELX(IO0), k(lO0'_,
RGSQ (I00'), R (I0O), RHOS_;!(I 0O> ,. R 0 ( I0O>,
ACCLAT(IO0), SHEAR(IO0), MOMEMT(IO0), P(lO0>,
IBrlT ,:20':, , :_.:AYEM(100), O.LEX (100) , BELQL",I100) ,
:'/.,r"lEl,](lO0), :_.:AYEME(IO0), TITLE(..'5)
REAL MOMEMT, IMMT, L
MAMELI_T,"MML." ',,',MEI.d, b.I, ',/, I.d':AMTI, BELX, EXBEL',K,
• I :_V, l :_:1#, I BOT, DELOL, C._LEX, QL, F,
• R, R O, I.,JCAr',II'E, MLA:'}X, T I TLE
rq,
F'R,OI._RAM LOADS DETERMIMES _.:HEAR, BEMDIML; MOMEMT, IZlM]]
A>.'.IRL LFIFID rim 8 ROCKET BIJE TO AEROB','MAMIC LOAD_ AMD
.".'.'.TRIJr:TURE8MB PROPELLAMT IMERTIAL LOADS. DATA IS
READ FROM MAMELI:'.':..T MML WHICH I,;8.".'.: b.IRITTEM r'lM FILE 8
B'Y' THE TRAM$LATOF..' PROGRAM, LDCTRS. OUTPUT IC ORITTEM
riM FILE 14 FOR U:tE BY THE STRUF':TIJRAL S'Y'MTHESIS pRrl-
GRAM, SPAS
.l.O
IF_I_'4(I) .EQ. 3) _HDgQ(I) = L(I)_2/I2.
• RHD:_.4(I> = • I'>*-2 + RO(I)*_2> ÷ L(I_-2IFCI_V(I) EQ. 4) 'r (3. (R(
/12.
20 CQMTIMUE
C
C
C
C
O
C
C
C
C:
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
L
I
if:
!'
IV
!.i
t:
L
ii '
I
CRLCIJLRTE TOTFIL MDMEMT OF IMERTIR IM Z.:LUG FEETo4,2
Bn 30 I=I,ML.FIS×
_UM3 = W(I)*Rw_,_Q(I) + V(I)*RHOSQ(I)
÷ (W.,/I) ", WCF_NTE(1) + blCAMTI(I> ÷ ',,_(I)>*<X(1)-XBI_R)-*2
_, + SUM3
:30 CElMT IMIJE
IMMT = 1,/,{144,4,1_) o_:lJM3
CRLCULFITE PITCHIMJ._ FICCELERFITIDM IN RRDIAM:'.'.,.'SEC,,,*2
DO 40 I=I,MLR._:X
:_.UM4 = (QL (1) +OLEX (1) > +,-(XBRR-X (1)) + >.'.:UM4
40 CElMT IMUE
THETRD = 1./(12._IMMT)'_gUM4
LRTERRL RCCELERRTIOM FiT C.G. RMB RT RNY :_.TRTIOM
DO 50 I=I,MLR."Z..'X
>ZLIM5 = @L(1) + Lt!LEX(1) + SIJM5
50 CBMTIMUE
"tBD = ,"1./b1'43:1. M':'*:ZI.IM5
DO 60 I=I,I'_LFISX
FICCLFIT (I) = YDD + (XBRR-X (I)) _.THETFID.." ,:12. _G'."
60- COMTIMUE
*',_*w,-'*'_,-,P_+'_::RLCULRTE Y'EHICLE SHERF.:*'_'**+_+'_-_,_
CRMTILE'4ERED ITEMS RRE RC:COLIMTED FO_, RT THEIR RERCTIFIM
STFIT'IDI'_S. DELX FIND EXDELX, FIRE GIVEN Y'FtLLIE:S' FiT THE HTTH.H""P
POINTS. t,.ICRMTI FtM]3 b.ICRMTE FIRE GI',,.'EM - "eMLI.IE.._ FIT THE C.G.
OF THE C:ICtMTILE',..'EREB ITEM.
DO 70 I=I ,M
._.,I.IM_,= QL(I', + ,'...I.IM__,
IF (]]ELX,::I) .PIE. 0.::, GEl TO ,."2
IF (E>::I]ELX (I::, . ME. 0.) GO Tn 74
SUM7 = (M(I.':, + V(I))+FICCLFIT(I) + SI.IM7
G[I TD 76
,."2 CFIMTI HUE
JSI = .JSI + 1
IF(,.I:S:I.GT. MLR:_X) Gr_ TO 80
IF(blCRMTI(J:}I) .EQ. 0.) GD TO 72
SR',,,'EM (I) = bJC_t'+TI (.J3I) *FICCLFIT CJ.'.:I)
IF (EXDELX,'.:I) .NE. 0.) GO TO 74
SUM,.-" = ,:'W(I) + Y',:'I)::,*RCCLFIT,::I) + SFtVEM,::I::, + :SUM,."
IBO TO 76
74 COMTIMLIE
JSE = ..ISE + 1
IF(J:".:E .GT. I'_LR":'X) 60 TO 80
IF ,:'I.,.IL':RMTE(.J:"<E) . EC,. O. ) GEl TEl 74
:S:FIVEME ,::I) =I.tlCFII'{TE ,::..I:SE) *FICCLFIT ,::J:SE)
SUM? = ;_RVEME(I) + (kl(I) + V(I':,:;,'_'FICCLFIT,:.'I) +
4, :2RVEM ,:'I::, + _.:UM7
75 COMTIHUE
ll
LL,._..____
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STOP
,JSEL=..I:_EL÷ 1
IF,(.JCEL ,GT, MLF_SX) GQ TD 80
IF r..r._LE)<(.J.";EL> . EC!. O, i'., GEl TO ?5
_UM? = :_:UM? - IgLE_,(.JSEL)
?6 _;HERP. (I'> = :'.;LIM6 -".;.'IJM7
?0 cDrlTIMUE
GO TEl 85
80 COHTI blUE
PRIMT 8;;', M, bl, M, .J."}.'I, J.CE, J.";'EL
:B2 FrlRMFtT(.//.///,SX,'MI.IMBER ElF CRMTILEVERED bJEI6HTS IMPUT',
* /SX,"DFIES MElT MFITCH MI.IMBER OF MEIMEblT RP.M:_:IMPIJT",
*, .,"SX, " IF .J:":;.'I EXCEED$ ", I3, ", CHECK IMPIJT FOR IrITERMI_LLY".,
" CFiMT I LE'4ERED ITEM$:", .,"5X., " I F ..I:"::.'EE:KCEEDS: ", 1:3, ", CHECK",
" EXTEPMRLLY CRMTILEVERED ITEM:_",./5X, "IF .J-CEL EXCEED."..' ",
I3,', CHECK LIFT FORCES (L'n..LEX) DM E:KTERHFfLLY ",/'5X,
" CRMTILEVEREB ITEMS",/5,"::, "J:'2. I=", I4,5.'.<., ".J:_E=", I4,5X, "..I:;EL="
,14)
85 CDMTIMUE
***÷_H_H_*CRLCULRTE VEHICLE BEMDIMG MOMEMT**4HH,*****
DO 90 I=2,M
THE FI_ST MOMEMT TERM, TERM1. H..CEII.IHT._FOR THE RRER
UHDER THE :SHE_R DIRGRRM.
TERM1 = SHE_R(I-I)_(X<I)-X(I-I)> + TERM1
THE SECDMD MOMEMT TERM, TERM2, RCCOLIHT:S: FOR PITCHIMG RC:CELERR-
TIOH. HBTE TH£T THE CRHTILEVERED ITEMS HRVE BEEH MEGLECTED.
IT IS R:_SIJMED THRT THE RRDILIS OF G","R_TIOM OF THESE ITEMS WILL
BE SM£LL IH RELRTIDM TD THE REST DF THE VEHICLE.
TERM2 - (W(I) *R_:'.'..2(1) + "(I) _,RHOS.3<I) >*THETRD + TERM2
TERM3 £C:C:OUMTS FOR RERO LORDS (:}L:)OH EXTERHRLLY
CBHTILEVERE.D ITEMS OMLY..
IF (DELQL .,'I)_EQ. 0.) GO TO 96
92 COHTIHUE
..ISE2 = ..I:,}E2+ 1
IF (..I:'.'.:E2 . GT. MLFtSX) GO TO 98
IF(QLE:,:',,::JSE2> . EL.'!. 0.) GO TEl 92
TERM3 : _}LEX,:.'..ISE2)*DELQL (I) + TERM3
GO TO '=.6
98 CDMTIMLIE
PRIMT 99., JSE2
:2TOP
99 FORMFIT,:'.,'.,'./..-"/,SX,"ERROR IN LDR]}S PRrIGRRM IM FITTEMPT TD"',.,"5X,
* "CFILCULF'ITE TERM3 MOMEMT COMTRIBI.ITIOM".,
'* ."SX, " J:!".:E2= ", 14.."
96 CDHT IHLIE
THE FOURTH MOMENT TERM,, TERM4, FICCOLIhTS ;'OR
C_HTILEVERED ITEMS WHICH [3'_.'ERH£MGFROM THEIR RE_r:TIOM
'.".:TR T I0 H:"..:.
TERM4 = SR'v'EM,:'I)*EIELX,:II'._+ :".:R'..L'-ME,:I:,*E.'.'::DELX,:II':,+ TERM4
MOMEMT(I) = TERM! - I,..."(12,*G)*TERM2 + TERM.'.-:- TERM4
9 0 C:DI'ITIMLIE
12
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C
C
C
C
C
C
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BD 110 I-1,M
FSLIM - F(I) + F_IJM
II0 CDMTIMIJE
£XRCCL - -F@UM/blVSIJM
TEMP = O.
ISTEP - 1
_ID 120 I-l,M
TPI = F(I) + TPI
IF,:IIIELX(1) .ME. 0.) GO Trl 112
IF(E:'IBELXrl) .ME. 0.) GO TO I14
TP2 = W(1) + TP2
I_D TD I15
112 r:nMTIMUE
JPI = JPI + I
IF(JPI .L_T, ML_SX) I_O Tri 130
IF(I.,.ICFtMTI(JPI) .EQ. 0.) Gn TO 112.
TEMP = b.ICFtMTI (.JPI)
IF(EXDELX(1) .t'_E. 0.'_ GO TO I14
TP2 = W,.'I) ÷ TEMP + TP2
TEMP = O.
GE; TD 115
114 COMTIMUE
JPE = ,JPE + 1
IF(.._IPE .GT. MLH.'-'.*.. GO TO 1.-'.J
IF,:'I.,ICFtMTE(JPE) .EL3. 0.) GD TO 114
TP2 = b.l,:I) + MCRMTE<JPE) + TEMP + TP2
TEMP = ..
GO TO 115
130 CDMTIMUE
PRIMT 131,JPI,JPE
131 FORMRT(.'z/'///,5X,"ERROR IM LI3FtD2 PROGRFfM blHILE CRLCULRTIMG":
* -'SX.', "F_'XIF_L LOFtB. JPI=", I4., " JPE=", I4":'
STOP '
1I.-=, L'J3MTIMUE
IF (ISV <I> -:2.) 122.,124,126
-_ MO PRORELL£MT IM THI:_ SECTIOM
0 "" LIL3LIID PRDPELL_MT
+ _" :S:DLID F'RDPELL_MT
126 CDMTIMUE
TP3 = V(1) + TP3
GO TO t22.
124 CDMTIMUE
IF(I .EQ. IBBT(ICTEP)) Grl TO Ii:'5
VS.UM = Y(1) + V"3LIM
GO TO 122
125 COMTIMUE
'v':".:lJM = '4(I) + '4:_:UM
TP?, = V:'3:UM + TP:.'-:
'_.'_IJM = O.
I:2TEP = I_.TEP + 1
I;-"2 CDMTI MLIE
P,:'I) = TP1 + F£:(ACCL*TP2 + Ft>:F_r:CL_,TP3
120 COMTIMUE
13
, C
_' C
i, C
,;
i
PRINT _.E."..LILT.#
PPIMT ! 000
I 000 F[.IPMAT ('8)K., "'_TATIOM"., 9X, "SHEAP..", 6[_,'o,"MOMEMT"., 7X, "RXIAL LOAD"/,
'_ 8X.,"IMCHES"., 11X, "L_S",TX, "IM-L._B$", fiX, "L]_S", ,")
DO 250 I-I,M
,J-I- I
P (1>--1. '_ (1)
I._PITE(I I) ;_.(I>,:_HEFtR(I),MI3MEMT(I),P(1)
PRIMT IOSO,X(1), ;"}.'HEF_R(1),MDMEMT(I), P(I>, J
1050 FD_.MF_T(5.v...1311.4,5>'.,GII.4,1X,GII.4,1X,GII.4,1X,GI2.4,3X, I:3)
250 CDMTIMUE
EMDFILE i1
REWIMD _ i
CF_LL £DDREL (14..IHX, 10O,X:)
CF_LL ABDREL ':114,5H:_.,'HEF_R,100, $:HEF_R)
CF_LL FIDDREL ('I4, 6HMDMEMT ._I0O, MDMEMT_
CF_LL F_DI_REL(14,1HP, IOO,P)
EMB
.{
14
!_j
APPENDIX
Program LDSTRS is a translator program which takes data from
other EDIN programs and arranges it in proper form to be input
into the LOADS Program. Stations are synthesized according to
the maximum allowable distance between any two adjacent stations
which is an input. The nose of the vehicle is assumed to be an
ellipse with structural (and propellant) weight distributed
according to the integral of the ellipse. For the rest of the
vehicle, structural and propellant weights are distributed
according to section length and radius. Moment arms are
calculated for cantilevered items and are output at the station
which represents the attach point for the item.
15
LDSTRS INPUT
_L
!¢
LDSTRS is a program which takes data from the data base and
arranges in the proper form to be input into the LOADS program.
LDSTRS also synthesizes stations so that a smoother loads
analysis will be produced. Data is read into program LDSTRS
by namelist $1N. All stations are referenced from the nose of
the vehicle.
ENDPY - Station at end of payload bay in inches.
WPYLD
BGNPY
- Weight of payload in pounds.
- Station at beginning of payload bay in inches.
EXCTCG (I ) - C.G. location of externally cantilevered item.
Up to i0 externally cantilevered items may be
input.
EXCTWT(Z) - Weight of externally cantilevered item.
Dimensioned by 10, the weight of ith item
must correspond to EXCTCG(I).
INCTCG(I)
INCTWT (I )
- C.G. location of internally cantilevered
item. Up to i0 items may be input.
- Weight of the ith internally cantilevered
item.
EXCTAT(I) - Location of attach point of externally
cantilevered item.
INCTAT(I)
WTOT (I )
- Location of attach point of internally
cantilevered item.
- Total structural weight of the ith stage less
the weight of cantilevered items. Up to 4
stages may be input with WTOT(1)
= weight of last stage, WTOT(2) = weight of
next to last stage, etc.
ENDSTG (I )
VLOX(1)
VRP (I)
- Station at end of stage. ENDSTG(1)=0.0,
ENDSTG(2)= end of final stage, etc.
- Weight of LOX in ith tank. Up to l0 tanks
may be input.
.th
- Weight of liquid propellant in i tank. Up
to i0 tanks may be input.
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WLXST (I)
WRPST (:)
BGNLX (I)
ENDLX (I )
BGNRP (I )
ENDRP (I )
VSLD (I )
wvssT (1)
VSRADI (:)
BGNVS (I )
ENDVS (I )
RADGYR (I )
XRAD (I )
- Weight of i th LOX tank structure.
- Weight of i th liquid propellant tank structure.
- Station which denotes beginning of i th LOX
tank.
- Station which denotes end of i th LOX tank.
- Station which denotes beginning of i th liquid
propellant tank.
- Station which denotes end of i th liquid
propellant tank.
- Weight of solid propellant in i th tank. Up
to l0 tanks may be input.
- Weight of i th solid propellant tank structure.
- Internally radius of i th solid propellant tank.
- Station which denotes beginning of i th solid
propellant tank.
- Station which denotes end of i th solid
propellant tank.
- Radius of gyration indicator. Up to l0 may
be input with each RADGYR(I) corresponding to
XRAD (I).
- Station at which radius and radius of gyration
have been input. XRAD(1)=0.0 XRAD(2)= point
at which slope of ellipse becomes zero, XRAD(3)
= ENDPY.
PAYLOAD /_'---_
BAY /
/
XRAD( l )-
Xt_D (2).-2
ENDPY
XRAD (3)
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v_O (1)
OL_XF (I)
XQLEXF (I )
QLF (1)
XQL (1)
FF(1)
XF(1)
XMAX
- Radius at i th station. RAD(1)=0.0,
RAD (I )=XPAD (I ) .
- Normal aerodynamic force on externally
cantilevered item.
- Location of QLEXF(I).
- Normal aerodynamic force on vehicle.
20 may be input.
- Location of QL(I) .
- Tangential aerodynamic force.
be input.
- Location of FF(I).
- Maximum allowable distance between any two
adjacent stations.
Up to
Up to l0 may
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